Name of the Tool

The Internet Picture Dictionary

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.pdictionary.com/

Subject

Polyglot dictionaries – Pictorial works

Accessibility

Free

Language

Multilingal (English, French, German, Italian, Spanish)

Publisher

pdictionary.com

Scope and Coverage

The Internet Picture Dictionary is a completely free, online multilingual picture
dictionary designed especially for ESL (English as a Second Language) students. It is
available English, French, German, Spanish and Italian language learners of all ages.
This dictionary covers images on the following areas like Animals, Appliances, Body
parts, Clothing and apparel, Colors, Fruits, Garden and yard, Kitchen, Musical
instruments, Numbers, School, Sports, Tools, Transportation and Vegetables.

Kind of Information

In this dictionary images (with their names) are found according to various
languages which are mentioned above (Scope and Coverage section). For clear
understanding some print screens are given below denoting Body Parts (in
various languages).
English

French

German

Italian

Spanish

Special Features
 Links to various social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, Google
plus are available.
 Here the following facilities are available for practice,






Flashcards
Fill-in-the-blanks
Word Scramble
Stinky Spelling



Straight Recall

 Link to other picture dictionaries (e.g. Oxford Picture Dictionary, Merriam
Webster Children’s Dictionary etc.)

Arrangement Pattern

In this dictionary images are arranged in alphabetic order and are organized
under their initial alphabets. For examples under ‘A’, images like accordion,
airplane, alarm clock, ambulance, anchor, angel etc. (with images) are arranged
in alphabetic order.
Also categories are arranged in alphabetic order in this dictionary. E.g.: Animals,
Body part, Colour, Fruits etc. Under each category the images are also arranged
alphabetically. E.g.: Under category “Fruits” images like apple, banana, cherry
etc. are arranged in alphabetic order.

Remarks

It is a fun and useful site for brushing up on foreign language skills. The way it presents
coloured pictures of various terms it is really attractive for the children. The only lacuna
which troubles the users is the limited number of words and images.

Comparable Tools

 English Picture Dictionary (http://www.online-languages.info/english/picturedictionary.php)
 Visual Dictionary Online (http://www.visualdictionaryonline.com/)
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